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Italian Professor Dr Marco Folin presented a lecture titled
‘The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World: Memory,
architecture, imagination’ at Dar Al-Athar Al-Islamiyyah

recently. The presentation focused on the ‘Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World;’ those mythic constructions located
around the Eastern Mediterranean rim and listed by
Hellenistic authors as emblems of an extraordinary archi-
tectural perfection. Dr Folin explained why this canon was
established, in Ptolemaic Egypt (IV century BCE), and how
it continued to be transmitted in Europe during the Middle
Ages. “Between the fifteenth and sixteenth century the first
attempts to reconstruct the actual aspect of the original
monuments started (which, except the pyramids, had all
been destroyed): at first only on the basis of ancient
descriptions. This would be supplemented later, thanks to
ambitious archaeological campaigns which fuelled the
imagination of several generations of European artists,
writers and architects,” he said.

Dr Folin is a Professor of History of Architecture at the
University of Genoa. He has published several studies on
Italian urban culture and the relationship between art
and politics in the Renaissance. Among his main publi-
cations: Courts and courtly arts in Renaissance Italy. Art,
culture and politics, 1395-1530 (ed.), ACC and Officina
Libraria, Woodbridge 2010; A Renaissance Architecture
of Power. Princely Palaces in Italian Quattrocento (ed,
with S Beltramo and F Cantatore), Leiden, Brill (forth-
coming, 2015).

Professor Folin talks ‘Ancient World’

wonders at Dar Al-Athar Al-Islamiyyah

KUWAIT: A concert of folk songs and dances was held
yesterday at the Abdulaziz Hussein Theater in Salmiya.
The Albanian Embassy in Kuwait hosted and invited its
most famous group from Albania ‘The Albanian
National Ensembles’ where they showcased cultural
performances to thrilled audience led by dignitaries
including some local officials from several ministries in
Kuwait. The event, held under the auspices of National
Council for Culture Arts and Letters and the Kuwait
Capital for Islamic Culture was introduced to attendees
by Kujtim Morina, Albanian Ambassador to Kuwait. The
performance was really amazing and received warmest
applause from attendees. The group performed
dances/songs; which are heartily appreciated by every-
one in the audience; Feast Day in Tirana Dance, Do they
have water in springs, pliphonic interval, Kaba for violin
and orchestra, gora dance, dharda, skraper dance, to my
arberesh, Open black eyes, Cham collage, Orchestral
Clarinet and sister cries over brother. The event lasted
for over an hour. The National Ensemble of Folk
Songs/Dances was established as professional ensem-
ble in 1957. The ensembles include the solo singers,
solo and group singers. 

Albania showcases folk songs, dances 


